Abstract. The aim of this paper is to present a numerical approximation for the initial boundary value problem for quasilinear parabolic differential functional equations. The convergence result is proved for the difference scheme with the property that the difference operators approximating mixed derivatives depend on local properties of coefficients of the differential equation. A numerical example is given.
Introduction
We will denote by C(U, V) the class of all continuous functions w:U-*V with U and V being any metric spaces. Let M nxn be the set of n x n matrices with real elements. are given functions of the variables (t, x, w) and (t, x, w,p), respectively. We consider the quasilinear differential functional equation
n (1) dtz(t,x)= 6kj(t,x,z^x))dXkXjz(t,x) + f(t,x,z(ttx),dxz(t,x)) k,j=l
with the initial boundary condition (2) z(t, x) = <p (t, x) for (i, x) G E0 U d0E
ip: Eq U 8qE -> R is given and dxz = (dXlz,..., dXnz). We are interested in the numerical approximation of a classical solution of the above problem.
The difference methods theory for nonlinear parabolic equations has began with publications of papers by Kowalski [7] and Fitzke [2] . Their results have been extended to nonlinear differential functional equations of parabolic type in [8] , [12] . The initial boundary problems of Dirichlet and Neumann type were considered in [9] - [11] . Convergence of difference methods can be proved using difference inequalities [9] , [12] or with the help of theorems about linear recurrent inequalities for functions of one variable. Results of [6] , [10] and [12] do not apply to quasilinear equations. The difference scheme has the property that the difference operators approximating mixed derivatives depend on local properties of function p. Bibliographical information concerning approximate solution of parabolic equations can be found in [3] , [13] . In this paper we give sufficient conditions for convergence of difference method for problem (1), (2) . The convergence is proved by means of consistency and stability arguments.
Difference functional equations
Let N and Z be the sets of natural numbers and integers respectively. For
x, x E R n , x = (xi,..., xn), x = (xi,..., xn), we put x*x -(X\X\,..., xnxn).
We define a mesh on the set E* in the following way. 
are given functions. We will approximate solutions of problem (1), (2) by means of solutions of the difference equation
with the initial boundary condition (4) z {i,m) = ^m) onEQ^h u doEh . 
4 2) * (î ' m) = àtâ^,
where
Of course there exists exactly one solution Uh :E* R of problem (3), (4) . Let the operator Fh be defined by
Our purpose is to examine the relation between the solution Uh of (3), (4) and a function Vh-Eh -* R satisfying the condition 
From (5) and with the help of the mean value theorem, we can rewrite (19) as
Furthermore, by (7)- (9) With this notation Ah can be estimated as follows
We conclude from (12), (21) and (23) 
Difference method for mixed problem We will need the interpolating operator $(Dh, R) -> C(D, R). Let S+= {£ = (&,.
••,£«): ^-= {0,1}, for 0 < j < n}. 
Suppose that w € ${D h ,R). For every (t,x) € D there is
In the above formulas we adopt the convention that 0° = 1. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose that the function w(t, •): [-R, R] -> R is of class

Proof. Let (t,x) € D and (i,m) be such that t® < t < i (i+1)
,
+ w(t^\x) -w(t,x).
It is easy to prove by induction that 
\(T h w)(t, x) -w(t, ®)| < d 2 \\h'\\ 2 + 2LC\\h'\\ 2
and that implies the assertion (31).
•
ASSUMPTION H[P, /]. Suppose that 1) g: E' x C(D, R) -»• M nxn and f:Ex C(D, R) x R n ->• R are continuous;
2) there exists L € R + such that
|| g(t, x, w) -g(t, x, w) || < ¿11«; -tD||u, | f(t,x,w,p) -f(t,x,w,p)| < L\\w -w|| D ;
3) there exists d p f = (d Pl /,..., d Pn f) on E x C(D,R) x R n and d p f(t,x,w,-)eC(R n ,R7 l ).
Now we will approximate the solution of the functional differential problem (1), (2) by the solution of the difference equation
with the initial boundary condition (4). , j = 1,..., n; 
3) Uh'-E^ -> R is a solution of (38), (4); 4) v: E* -• R is a solution of (1), (2) and Vh = v| 5) there exists ao: A -• R+ such that
limaoW = 0; and lim T}(h) = 0. h-> 0 v ' Proof. We apply Theorem 1 to get the above assertion. Write
6) v(-,x)eC\ v(t,-)eC 2 . Then there is 77: A -• R+ such that on Eh
We see at once that
+ /(««, *<"»> ^(o^n.)), dv(tV, *<*»>)) -/(««, z™, T h v h[iM ,dv(tU,xW))
+ /(*« x™)) -/(*«, x (m) ,rfcWfc[iimll6v£ m) ).
R. Ciarski
It is easily seen, that there is a : A -• R + such that
All the assumptions of Theorem 1 are satisfied and assertion (40) follows from (15), (16).
• Now we give an error estimate for the method (38), (4).
THEOREM 4. Suppose that assumption H[g, /] holds and 1) he A and n
2) there exist c, C € R+ such that h k < chj for 1 < k,j < n and h 0 < C\\h'\\ 2 ; 3) Uh' El -> R is a solution of (38), (4); 4) v: E* -> R is a solution of (1), (2) and vh = 5) there exists ao: A -> i?+ such that
6) v\g is of class C 4 and 6 R+ is such a constant that
Then, there is A £ R + such that on E^
Stability of difference equations
Proof. We apply Theorem 1 to prove the above assertion. Write The computation was performed on a PC computer.
